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Anyone Can Paint! released for the iPad
Published on 10/01/10
Brightline Labs, LLC today announces Anyone Can Paint! 1.0.0, a new iPad app that makes
painting easy and fun. Although the app's rendering engine is sophisticated enough for
professional artists, Anyone Can Paint! was really developed to bring digital oil painting
to casual users who just want to relax and enjoy expressing themselves. The app has a very
focused and high quality set of features that are intended to draw novices into the world
of oil painting.
Medford, Massachusetts - Brightline Labs, LLC today is pleased to announce the release of
Anyone Can Paint!, a new iPad app that makes painting easy and fun. What sets Anyone Can
Paint! apart from other painting apps is its simplicity. Although the app's rendering
engine is sophisticated enough for professional artists, Anyone Can Paint! was really
developed for people who have never painted before.
When people use the app, they don't have to feel self-conscious or overwhelmed by the
prospect of creating art. The goal of the app is to provide any person, regardless of age,
skill level or background, an enjoyable experience and an opportunity to express
themselves. The app has a very focused and high quality set of features that are intended
to draw novices into the world of oil painting. Features include:
* Real world painting tools like the liner brush, flat brush, and palette knife
* Multicolor paint mixing which allows you to mix and apply several colors with each
stroke
* Cool effects like Autotaper and Dry Brush
* Brush size, angle, pressure, and paint amount settings to customize the way you paint
* Import from/Export to your Photos or email your masterpiece to your friends and family
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 3.2 or later
* 2.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Anyone Can Paint! 1.0.0 is $4.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Lifestyle category.
Brightline Labs:
http://www.brightlinelabs.com/
Anyone Can Paint!:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/anyone-can-paint/id394321826?mt=8
Screenshot:
http://a1.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/042/Purple/4c/68/32/mzl.lpdckflv.480x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a1.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/035/Purple/37/6d/29/mzi.bdqsupsp.175x175-75.jpg

Brightline Labs, LLC develops fun and creative software. Copyright (C) 2010 Brightline
Labs, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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